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THE OF 
HISTORY AND THEIR 

\t\1hen I received the honorific invitation to deliver this 
lecture in memory of Professor sought, as my pre
decessors have a topic that would reflect his interests 
and invoke the memory of his personality. This lecture is 
about the character of the Romans (-and Professor Todd's 
character was cast in a Roman mould-), but it is not limited 
to a psychological investigation into the ingredients of character, 
good or which the Romans praised or blamed in them
selves or in their fellow countrymen. 

The list of these qualities would be long-from the pietas 
which Aeneas exhibits almost to excess,l as an old gentleman 
displays a white chrysanthemum at a wedding, to that quality 
of intolerant and intolerable arrogance for which the malice of 
Cicero coined the name as he viewed his pre
decessor in the province of Cilicia, Appius Claudius Pulcher. 
The character of the Romans was always composite, and it 
reflects their history, if at times with that degree of refraction 
which justifies the ways of men to men. The ups and downs 
of their fortunes, their dangers and their triumphs; the impact 
of other peoples as became their neighbours, their friends, 
their enemies or their subjects changed them, even if not so 
much as changed some of softer metal. And it 
is to be remembered that, from their very beginning, the 
Romans, that is, those who looked to the Seven Hills from 
whence came their were a composite people. For Rome, 
situated like Cambridge or Oxford at a river crossing, attracted 
to itself at once Latins and Sabines. As a people they were 
like a homespun tweed in which differing strands were inter
woven to form a material of a sort of colour easier to 

than to define and describe. The island that makes 
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a of the Tiber easy marked its UV"a~jlVH 

and was the geographical of its The northern 
the Sabines, in a strong moral fibre which 

from the elder Cato" to G the more praised 
assumed the flattering a'lwa of annaUll:V 
The community took its name from the of Rome and 

was "the of Rome" as the American state is "the 
of the United States", or the Athenian state "the 

Athenians". For Rome was the head of the politic in 
a sense in which London is not the head of the British state 
or even Paris the head of France. Wherever a Roman was, 
his affections, like his roads, all led to Rome. And when 
Constantine at last shifted the balance of the to the 

and founded the city that was soon called after the 
name he gave to it was, most probably, New Rome.

s 

Rome did not, like some great cities such as the one in 
which we meet, look to the sea: it looked to the land. The 
sea, so mutable, so un-Roman in its changing did not 
match the Roman mind, which was rooted in the soil. For the 
Romans were, above a peasant people, racy of the and 
its territory was, to begin the ager conquered 

the sword and in subjection to the plough. was at 
his most Roman when he wrote his Georgics) the epic of the 
farmer-{{ quid faciat [aetas segetesJJD and so. on. That was 
always the prosaic present of Rome, as anna 
opening words of the Aeneid-was its romantic mythological 

To Cicero, who in such matters was a judge, the 
of Rome was a community bound together by a practical 

association of joint interest and common right,lO and its state 
was the res p'l£blica} the people's business, the interests, 
and that was that.ll 

As in his home and household the had as 
his first the management of its affairs for its own good 
and no so to the Romans the conscientious, unself-

care for the people's interest was the of the 
magistrates, summed up in the short and word fides.
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There was a time when the Roman community had been ruled 
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a more 
power than was to any other ancient 

far as can be the fasces/8 that 
like combination of rods and axes, the sign of the 11MJ"Jo<I""'.'.MA 

in its of power. when the alien rulers were 
driven out, the Roman for 
and in collegiality, the rule of the consuls no less 
than that of the Kings. What its rulers ordained was a com
mand and what the ordained was a command too. When 
the Roman said 'yes' it was a as also when 
it said 'no' it was a ; but its choice was 

the belief that 111 a multitude of counsellors there is 
so that the ruler should be advised the elder 

statesmen of the Senate and the should only speak when 
it was spoken to. The citizen of Rome had the not to 
do what he would but to do no more than the laws 
on to suffer no more than the laws allowed. This to 
the Romans was narrower and less 
intellectual than the Greek and it was dangerous to 
encroach upon their if need under the harsh 
constraint of war and in the field of war. For sufficient reason 
Rnmans were but for sufficient reason enshrined 
in tradition which was the capitalized experience of statecraft 
as the skill of the farmer is the capitalized of his 
kind. The converse of this limit of liberty was the acceptance 
of the guidance of his which was rewarded their 
claim to be and honoured. The leu acy of 
aristocracy derived from the endured to be the

b 

setting 
of the authority of the magistrate. A Roman to be 
free: he did not demand to be equal, and if a Roman ever 
thought-in an imaginative moment-that men were born free 
and equal, he was to believe that equality was refuted 
the facts of life once life began. There is no dictum more 
suited to a peasant than the dictum their fruit you shall 
know them" and it was to the Roman that men 
who had ruled with wisdom and courage had their 



success. 

OF 

way 

the 'mos 
dOlle--b,eca,me the 

Romans were at once and conven-
that in war were less to 

nations have been.15 This ~~.~~,~,.~·, .... +,.,r.O 

."hnrt:Cl1·CUJtc~d the need to think anew in most matters 
that which is 

were recurrent, as 
be!gulmng of their advance to 

summed up 
00 •• ,~-'£>r1 that power 

those whose 

to the 

above aU.es1:101t1. And so far as the Romans revered their 

their came to 
upon them the 

because the gods, if .H,-"H_'-''''-''-''l could do more 
than the could do to 

_~I.,.,..r."" was not a 

between men and heaven: 
if the farmer left his farm to go to 

would do their best for the farm he left. 
means, 'a bond' and a Roman's bond was , 

his or at least as good and more 
device of that narQ··neaaeu, halrd-halt1d~~d .L~H"~U":'" 

was the two Latin words 

was honest 

his brief answer to many 
An these notions COlnbme:Q +"r<"c-.1-h,:'1(' to make the Romans 
~A.~h,-;t:>"'1" as 

I must not dilate further upon the IJV.U"'~'-U" instltl1t1()nS 
of the Romans. have had my say about that elsewhere.

17 

Most of the Roman was not much 
......... ,,...'<7,' rI Q,rl his 

officers of their own, was 
When we think away the IJV.uu'-<,u ,-Vl.UU'-""" which later writers 
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the manner of 
this stage with 
Dickens 

his boots 
as 

its sounds and its 

the 

7 

was 

that most attracted them was smell of a field that 
the Lord had blessed. the sea as a SD(=ct:acle. 
storms and as Lucretius was to say.I8 The were fond of 
flowers and had an of colours. 

a little an amateurish way, and no doubt honest 
laid their snares. the nobles would rather ride 

walk and rather be carried than ride. The Roman .--."',.,,,,, .... -1-

rose worked and lived an abstemious life. His 
about whom there is more evidence available from 

Middle drank ate too much 
and took too little exercise-except when There 
is a passage the Natural of the Elder 
records the effect on a Roman consul of a n",·!'rL.,.",.,,,,"'-''Ir 

battle on a hot in the south of France. 

'iVithin their houses the ruled with a fine 
absolutism. For their womenfolk the Romans always had a 

regard, indeed more domesticated than the Greeks. 
the most famous domestic interior in .L,ll~l.!"U 

For them no more the blazing hearth shall burn 
Or housewife her evening care: 

No children rU~1 to their sire's return 
Or climb his knees envied kiss to share.20 

comes from a Roman 21 save that he said it in two lines 
instead of Thomas Gray's four. In the 

if may say so, inter-divorced best set of the late ~~~,,,,,,,vu·,-. 
women had much influence not But 
classes the Roman matron had more Y1('.o,.orl,,,..,, 

bility, better treatment than has normal1y 
Mediterranean world. She 111 the rare 
of what she not rights. In 
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.JL'\.\~U"H.l.l.L'-' were rather dour 

sagacious. 

Romans, as such 

at short range' 
courageous in 

are were not prone to :'>U''-~l.UQ,'''H-'·U 

about what as you may 
work on Farming, but incurious about most else. 

When a Roman to say what he meant-as he 
native though less subtle than 

with exactness and without Q,UIU.Lj;;;. .. • ..... l 

Latin became more more 
inclined to and a trifle pompous, 

to judge from what remains of Latin in the 
a sturdy quality, a robust ~hat well 

the P
eople that created it. And when Latm became expresses d 

it meant by elegance was above all the . wor 
22 The Roman aristocracy found Its most 

activity in the formulation of but the 
essence of their statecraft is in the most Roman of an Roman 

safety is the highest law-({ salus 

lex') And so laboriously and slowly Rome grew to 
((tant~e molis eJ'at Romanam condere gentem).2:l And 

power- .... d 
a unjealous hberahty of m1l1d-:-ad~lr:. 

who did not practise it-they admitted to theIr clt1zen-
some of their neighbours and, and large, dealt . 
the rest. Another instinct, their common sense, theIr 

of spirit, had its When Rome's interests 
with those of her neighbour, Rome caused her 

interests to prevail, if be war. 
And Roman statecraft was shrewd in contriving that Rome 

'th the odds on her side. \Var to the early Romans 
war Wl , " h 

th' t be It was t e was not an adventure, a mg 0 
, h "We of the of polIcy ot er means . 
but no Roman writer glorified war. The 

Romans that peace was better than war; but that 

--= ~.4-~ ... ~? was better than defeat. One 
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made sure of, and that in the final battle. And in 
success were as were 111n,,,?1':drlH..,' .... h7 

determined in Roman power extended, first 
over Central over Southern Italy, then over the 
northern part of skilful diplomacy 
Romans turned old enemies into allies, from whom they asked 

except that their military strength should be at the 
caU of the now, after the Republic had been 
going nearly three centuries, the Romans had formed a habit 
that was to be of importance for the history of the 
ancient world. They limited their interference in the affairs 
of their neighbours to the minimum required by Roman CAE''''''1'h7 

now and in the future. what we would call the 
Roman way of life; would die rather than surrender 
but did not seek to impose it on others, Their restraint 
was rewarded by trust; and when the greatest enemy of 

invaded and won resounding victories, the 
political system Rome had built up did not break down. 

N either the Romans nor most of the Italians despaired of the 
J..\, .... ;UI-LUI.1L; and the solid strength of Rome triumphed over genius. 

So far it is, you see, the somewhat prosaic story of a 
somewhat prosaic people, a people with shrewd instincts rather 
than bright ideas. For what we now call ideologies the Romans 
had little use. A Roman would not know what you meant 
you spoke of an ideology, unless he was educated enough to be 
aware that it was bad Greek for an unroman think. 
good Greek, ideology did not mean the pursuit of ethical or 

ideas-it meant the study of physics. 
And almost in her own despite, Rome ceased to be 

a purely Italian power and became a world power. 
There were in the Mediterranean world at that time three 

great monarchies, which shared the inheritance of the 
of Alexander the Great, two of them active, Macedon and 
Syria, one passive-Egypt. The first two crossed the 
of and Rome broke them. Many smaller powers, 
willingly or unwillingly, became Roman satellites. And various 
areas passed under direct Roman control as provinces. Man-
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instinctive 
admixture of 

B.C. made 
the Mediterranean world. did the hom<::spun 

virtues of the Roman class wear this ? 
did not wear well. their own and 

the eye of their Roman nobles the old tradi-
tion of conscientiousness. But when Roman went 
abroad to see that Rome her way and her 
were to leave their consciences at home. 
could do much what and the 

...,,,./- ____ ."At'"h·~nc could not-

the reasonableness of Roman 
moments of Impa1:1e!1t 

or irrational 2{ 

which made Rome admire the not 
extend to its The Senatorial aristocracy was, 

debarred from trade and from money at 
the of land. It had become 

its land would so 
of war or the abuse of 

now a closed circle 
families that was able and 

but class-conscious and conservative. 
~~r"""'ari a good deal of Greek culture and some unoerstanaulg 

Greek ideas. An eminent Greek 
the Stoicism to make the best of the 

the 

back 
more could be done than 
statecraft was weak in the field 
understood the economics of 

from from the 

Roman 
which 

were. Their 

saw these 

OF 

too many men 
became crowded with actors, 

due. 
roles which their 

in 

earth". were not like men 
the 

hills of progress; were like men 
overfull. Their was 

or at least collect the fares. And are not made t1prnr\ ..... t'"')j>-c 

the fact that most in the bus 
not a a 

And there were not we know as 
and pro

For some 
knew to 

'-H"UJ.'~U>::; \....u the conventions of the 
for short 

conventional abuse of Roman 
reduced the good and bad alike. There 

without 
machine 

who 

were prone to serve their 
The and ambition of 

of the 
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it was as as it was ambitious-
reached its climax in Caesar. VVith the of 
a who believed-not without reason- that no one else 
could do the he a on the 
Roman The reaction of the old order-with its ideals 
and its illusions-was his assassination men he had 

he had whom he cared. ancient 

than 

a 
him with various last 

in the best attested of them 
UH_U",-,_,,-,,,, .. surprised cry that broke from the of 

legions this is violence". 26 was 
dying words of a dictator-it was the 

The civil war that had made Caesar autocrat was 
a civil war that his death. And this was 
a clash between his son Octavian and his 

lieutenant Mark of whom my friend Mr. 
Charlesworth once said that he was Ha great leader of men 

a great fonower of women", became 
last of the great Macedonian vnmces::;es, '-'L''-'VIJ'_H'L~J 

to revive the ancient power of 
and became the 
lican west, that had not endured an autocrat and would not 
endure the consort of a Hellenistic seeking to move 

of the Mediterranean to the 
fixed it firmly in the West. The Roman 

and the of an Eastern and Western 
was for centuries. Weakened the blood-

of three civil wars, the Roman aristocracy the 
tactful rule of Octavian as the of peace. And the Roman 

rej oiced that the of civil wars was over. 
Octavian received the name of and a most 
_L __ '-____ instance of the old turned f!almekeev(:r 

Meanwhile in the of the Civil 
various social changes had worked themselves out. The wealth 
of Rome had drawn to the city an expensive demi monde often 

cultivated and and Roman matrons 
their rivals with their own weapons, 
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or bad.27 The Second 
to the 

them were trade their nolltl'cS--

to defend the State, and that-to 
the of the 

of overseas 
were doubtless many 

like Cicero's 
the vogue. 

The Roman 

time. Some Roman 
ceased to 
Rome and still more 

in the Roman 
peasants, small 
for 

not set 

sometimes 
enthusiasm and national 

to fool all the 
to do them 

many admirable 
and artizans. But little was done 

the riffraff riffed and raffed an 

was not a man of genius in the sense that 
Alexander the Great or deserve the name.28 Nor 
was he a Roman aristocrat like his adoptive father 
Caesar. He was sprung of the sman Italian with their 

bourgeois virtues. And he substituted for the 
of the aristocracy the of the upper middle 

class. An astute manager of men, able to use those gifts 
others which he did not himself possess, a and c1ear-

he the government of the 
Roman provinces to their He made the army 
his servant, and established a mechanism of government in 
which there were great careers for the and sman 

for the but both under his own control. With 
of 

he advanced and 

till it became a kernel of peace in a husk of war. 
Within the frontiers there was peace, a more peace 
than the world had known or has known since. At a 
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was one of servants 

about the 
Romans as revealed for the art of the 

so far as it does not follow Greek 
for a 

and second 
memorable lines that had 

could command; 

m 
to Greek forms 

and force that 

borrowed from the one with native 
other with a kind of grace. The elder who seems to 

been of the intellectual of the scholar we are 
a trenchant of to the 

of sagacious common sense 
Roman literature and 

Caesar ",--,aLU.!..!.U;:> 

came from 
Roman was Lucretius 

the nature of the Universe. 
of A. E. 

that 

became 

from Verona. More 
didactic poem on 

a famous 
than Lord 

a Greek doctrine of 
release based on a of an with 

atom that could not be a universe that could not 
be But he did with a Roman and 
a Roman force. was a of and 
eminence of of notable dialectical 
took time off to be a one 

'-v.a.ll-''-L'~U'' to assess as a man of SClenCe--'liVllln 
say is that no man 
matter more 

who assumed the 
was a 

the vogue he "'""" '-"~T"'ril 

He was a moralist for external aplPll<:atllon 
to remember that truth is not the 

can have had the 

the 

and one has 

Asinius Pollio. A few 
him a man of 
Caesar himself was an 

eminent orator a writer who deserves more attention as 
a than has been able to to him. 
And there was a man of immense and varied 1""-::'1"1'11'10-

soldier of a kind; as Gibbon was a soldier of a kind 
when he was a Finally, 
there ,vas the 
a an orator, an 
more than half a statesman, a 
cultivated and civilized Roman of his 
has said of him that his real on the day 
of his death. For he has counted more than any other man 

the and permanence of the fused culture of Greece 
Rome, on which all 
The new era of was the 

age of the greatest Roman and the neatest, the 
most friendly, Roman Horace. would admit that 
is inferior to but he is no more inferior to Homer 
than he is Milton. And I admire Milton more 
than some modern critics. Of Horace would only say that 
he ceases to be a to those who believe that 

where intelligibility ends. The long of Rome was 
described in a kind of prose an honest 

man of letters and a master of narrative. But as, decade after 
the reign of Augustus wore one, the pulse that had 

beat so flagged. The welcome for what was new and 
the sense of endeavour were dulled and in the field of 
VUHV0V'JHJL'- speculation, of science, of mathematics, the 
rested on its oars. There was and but not 
the resolute adventurous of truth. 

In Economics, the peace, the safety 
and the paths of the sea, the fact that the 
was one, meant a wide 

roads 
""rI.,t.:>'· ... ..,·.,""'M world 

interchange of was an era of multilateral trade. 
There was times made masters, and 
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the too small-Roman army made 
the 

accession of trade 
of the State was to leave wen alone. Taxation was 

moderate and and there was little 
tion of the provinces. In the Eastern half of the 

and cultural liberalism of Rome and even 
the permanence of Greek institutions and Greek 

of which the Romans were connois-
seurs. the Romans spread and took with 

their language, their literature, and a form of ml1111lCll)a! 
government that had taken within Of all the 
achievements of the the romanization of the West was 
the most fruitful and the most 4=>'FIrH1.,.." .... O" 

There were a few frontier wars, a few short-lived 
a year of struggle for the throne when the 

that Augustus started at last, outstayed its wel-
come. But these troubles did not cut and next 

survived in the competition, was 
The machine 

and to derail it meant chaos. The 
whose will all 

other was nearly that of an autocrat. But a near-autocrat 
was better than civil war. Even so, it was hard, to reconcile 
with in the ordinary sense. And if the State was the 

business as wen as the public the 
had no say in their own business. Rome 
the ideas of the Republic. And second 
son, made this only too clear. The Roman upper 
classes were no longer his allies: for he had made them his 
enemies. were reduced to insincere servility or silent 
hatred. On his the Roman aristocracy found its revenge 
in the account of the emperors written the next 

in Roman literature. He added to a resp~:ct:abJle 
in the of facts, a diabolical 

of the human mind. 
are not made without eggs, 
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made without breaking truths. Tacitus was the most eminent 
maker of epigrams of all men who have written 

with Gibbon is a maiden aunt. Latin has for 
many centuries been as the language for 

written a friend; Tacitus showed what it could 
achieve in the hands of an enemy_ beyond he had 
a power of of intellectual or 
~~~fu~ ~~~s~~ 
history can claim to be as a art. 

To return. A rather one-sided reconciliation between 
the Empire and was found. It was found in the 
doctrine that the should be the best man~ chosen 
to bear the heavy burden of being and counting 
himself a servant as well as a master.:l1 And the best man might 
be sought wherever he was to be found. The fact, or the 
assumption, that the was chosen out as the best man 
made the best people able to endure his rule without loss of self
respect. There follows a series of of provincial 
extraction who their choice. It is the reigns of these 
emperors which in a famous described as 
"the of the world during which the condition of the 
human race was most and prosperous". And it was 
this in the Indian summer of the traditional of 
the Ancient \i'\1 orId. 

As there had been a fusion of civilizations in 
so during the have been describing there was a 
fusion of Greek artistic ideas with Roman. 

To return once more to Augustus: the reliefs that are 
to be seen on the famous and beautiful Altar of Peace at 
~~me. are not either of the old Roman type nor simply an 
ImltatlOn of Greek. There appears a composed dignity, a 
harmony of Greek and Roman ideas, and this governs the 
art of the Architecture shows the same kind of 
thing, reinforced the Roman genius for engineering con-
struction. There comes in a notable skill in making high 
buildings and great especially by the use of true concrete, 

Roman western 



architecture derive from Rome and 
1S the art and not so of veC)PH:S 

as was Persian art in the 
Persian The great fire of Rome under N ero gave 
elbow room for architects; an art for which 
Romans had a as can 

till its destruction. became more '-VJ.UI-I'-'-'.c>. 

and resourceful. The Roman for built very 
fine The narrative which 

Roman mind appears on 
of which are 

manner. The 

whole who were liberal in their cities with 
which may still be seen, most of 

and North Africa. there are signs of 
there was an 

Roman element 
submerged. 

emlcanon, which after all forms the Romans 
assimilated their "' ... ,"".,.""~ to that of the 

as 111 Greek cities, it became the concern of the 
of education ; this affected 

declamation on a 
because became the fashion to write 

to read aloud to one's friends. How 'remained your 
friends on what was read to them. The result of 
this fashion was that what the Romans now wrote had to 
have the arresting of a modern broadcast. The 
Romans ceased to wish to see fun-dress plays and 1t"\1",P+<>1" .... ",.rl 

see mimes. These between 
Grand a or a SIrlg1Ie-rlarlQc~Q 'Il,prlCA1"'1'Yl"""E'''' 

that of the late Miss Ruth 
like 

actresses 
were often very skilful singers 

as contrasted with serious 
Serious drama became to be 
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acted the 
of amusement, broader 

Stoicism was the fashion were 
among the Roman 
character we call 

class. had 

cOUl·tiers or 
Science was 
Natu1'e of Seneca 

a kind 

for the most a pn:uo~;or:)ny 

for the 
or even Cynics be either 

abmtt 
observed 

but 
real ardour to advance to speculation 
to set back the borders of darkness. The great jurists 

of this and the age elevated the of law to 

character 
books are more 

which is a 
you may have your feet so 

of common sense and common 
;:>!J';';""l.ctU;"_ works of a 1"'>1"." "'!-1£"') 

of know ledge: few 
that of Vitruvius on 

you cannot and there is in 

mind over matter. But 
on the ground that 
a flatfooted quality 

about Roman intellectualism this time. 

You may have observed that at the of this 
lecture manoeuvred across from Rome to the Romans, and 
now it is time for me to manoeuvre back again. For by now 
the Romans are absorbed as it were, into the Roman 

IS no the descendants of the pure-blooded 
Romans or even the Roman-Italian race that bear the burden, 
that fill the and the central administration. 
First the romanized West and then the hellenized East take 
a share in the central In the of the emperor 
Hadrian the Senate contained one member of the ancient 

of Rome. There he was, like 
in amber to show it was the article. But the 

of Roman statecraft governed the State. Marcus 
Aurelius wrote his famous 114 editations in not in Latin, 
but he did so in the time he could spare from arduous 
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soldier rulers of Rome in 
the Roman the of barbarian 
invasions was drawn 
frontiers of the of Marcus 
Aurelius was dying he gave as the watchword of the 

qu::mimrtyn, and it with him. The age 
a prosperous based on the ancient civilization and 
ideals of Greece and Rome was passing away. The choice of 

the self-choice of ambitious 
autocrats. A 

and economic dis
and the defences 

the old liberalism 
freedom were a rigorous bureaucracy and a 

that stifled initiative and enterprise. And 
a kind of serfdom grew. More and more the 

citizen was the slave of the State instead of the State the 
servant of the citizen. At last a series of soldier emperors 
from what is now restored the territorial of 
the and drove back the barbarian. These emperors 
were not Romans but held a 

kind of way-to the old tradition of pagan Rome. It 
seemed to them that the Christian from 

to end of the 
morale. But DerSt~cutlO'n 

was too strong 
was, at the 
the State 

a act of statesmanship, reinforced 
with it the Church. 

This was destined to have a great effect on the course 
of civilization. in the Dark Ages, the 

of Roman culture and Roman 
Saint Augustine and other 

the Church classical philosophy was converted to 
the service of Christianity and so, in this guise, transmitted 
to modern times. The Canon Law of the Church 
the inheritance of Roman jurisprudence. 
of lived on to become the 
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of the Middle cOl1ver-
sation or the songs of but for 

debate and scientific inquiry. This heritage 
continued, until Bacon and Newton and Copernicus, 
Descartes and Spinoza wrote some or all of their best work 
in Latin. 

In the great shipwreck of the Vvestern much of 
the civilization which Rome had fostered was to perish. But 
not all. There still stood on guard for a thousand years the 
Eastern Empire based on Constantinople, theocratic, formalized, 
almost ossified, but with an indomitable permanence. Roman 
Law-the greatest intellectual achievement of the Roman 
aristocracy-was to be codified Justinian. And 
Rome lived on in the romance languages of the west. The 
great roads, the splendid bridges and aqueducts, the buildings 
in which Roman architects revealed the wealth and public 
spirit of and the provinces, remained. The arts of 
government which the Republic and the Empire had devised 
for their own power and the ordering of the world in peace 
were not wholly lost. It had been Rome's practice to learn 
from her enemies: now her enemies learned from Rome, and 
wh::lt learned, lasted. And so my story ends. It is no 
doubt trne that other ancient peoples, above all the Greeks, 
surpassed the Romans in the illumination of the human mind 
and the liberation of the human spirit. But with the limits 
that their character has set to their activity, the Romans were 
the toughest, the strongest, the most enduring, and, on balance, 
the most beneficent of the of the Ancient W orId. 


